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Abstract: In this paper, the bearing faults analysis of the brushless DC motor is presented. The research
method is based on the analysis of the vibration signal of healthy as well as faulty bearings by the
identification of specific frequencies on the vibration spectrum. For the experiment, the most common
faults were inflicted on the bearings. As the used motor is intended for electric scooter applications,
seven different damages were chosen, which are highly likely to occur during the scooter operation.
The main bearing faults and the possibility of fault monitoring are addressed. The vibration data
are gathered by the acceleration sensors placed on the motor at different locations and the spectrum
analysis is performed using the fast Fourier transform. The variation in the amplitude of the frequency
harmonics particularly the fundamental component is presented as a fault indicator.
Keywords: ball bearings; DC motors; brushless machine; fault diagnosis; vibration measurement

1. Introduction
In recent years, brushless DC (BLDC) motors have gained wide attention in the electrical machine
industry. The main feature of BLDC motors lies in their construction. The absence of brushes makes the
machines more reliable and efficient. Moreover, brushless construction reduces the overall dimensions
and weight of the motor. Because of these benefits, BLDC motors have attracted the interest of
many researchers.
Brushless construction makes BLDC motors valuable in different industries. Because of the fact
that BLDC motors are controlled electronically, these motors play an important role in applications,
where sparks can be a critical factor [1]. In addition, brushless machines have gained a wide attention
in different domestic applications [2–4]. Besides, BLDC motors have the potential of contributing to
renewable energy [5–7].
During the last years, BLDC motors have contributed to the development of environmentally
friendly and innovative electric vehicles. Many studies have been done with the purpose of comparing
different motor types and their suitability for automotive applications [8]. BLDC motors are more
preferable for electric vehicle applications because of the wide speed and power ranges [9–11].
Another noticeable trend in the automotive industry is the integration of BLDC motors into electric
scooter applications, where the main requirements from the motor are high power density and starting
torque [12]. BLDC motors meet those requirements for most of the special applications quite easily as
compared to the other type of machines.
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As discussed, BLDC motors have found usage in a variety of applications; therefore, unexpected
failures of such machines are undesirable and are to be avoided. Studies related to the faults of BLDC
motors focus generally on the stator windings or rotor related faults, also problems related to Hall-effect
sensors are studied in detail [13–15]. However, there are only a few researches dedicated to the study
of bearing-related faults [16]. Nonetheless, taking into account the growth in usage of BLDC motors,
the sudden failure of such a basic and important component as a bearing can have significant economic
and dangerous consequences. Therefore, condition monitoring and ensuring the reliability of the
bearing is extremely important.
The fields of condition monitoring and signal processing are directly related to each other.
The selection of the appropriate signal along with the suitable signal processing technique is the most
important step for predictive maintenance [17,18]. Almost all advanced signal processing algorithms
rely on the basic signal processing techniques such as Fourier transform, short time Fourier transform,
and wavelet transform, etc. The fundamental objective of these techniques is to detect the fault-based
frequency components from the signal under investigation. Several research articles related with
these techniques can be found in the literature. In [19,20] fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used to
investigate the stator current of squirrel cage induction motor for the segregation of supply, spatial,
and fault-based harmonics. In [21] FFT was used along with a band stop filter to improve the legibility
of current spectrum for fault diagnostics of induction motor. In [22] FFT was used for the validation
of the simulation results with that obtained from the practical setup. In [23], evaluation based on
wavelet transforms new processing method to detect stator related faults in the induction motors was
presented. In [24], authors use wavelet transform for bearing fault diagnostics.
In general, the vibration analysis has been widely used for electrical machines fault analysis in
the past decades. This technique offers more precise fault analysis and results compared to other
techniques, especially, in the case of BLDC motors. In this work, vibration signal analysis was used
for the study of the bearing faults of BLDC machine. The vibration analysis has several advantages
over traditional diagnostic techniques, such as motor current signature analysis (MCSA), leakage flux
analysis, etc. The MCSA-based fault definition frequencies are well-defined in the case of high power
induction and synchronous machines. However, in the case of special purpose machines, like BLDC,
the impact of drives and complex structure makes conventional MCSA techniques hazier. In contrary,
the vibration signal does not need any specific definition equations. The diagnostic algorithm can
be made reliable and the fault can be detected only by comparing the faulty vibration signal with
the healthy one. The amplitude of the fundamental vibration frequency component can be used as
a threshold and a reliable indicator of fault rather than the detection of certain harmonics from a wide
range of frequencies.
The main core of this paper is related to the bearing faults of BLDC motors. The aim is to present
a study where typical bearing damages are implemented on healthy bearings, in order to explore the
impact of these faults on machine performance. This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents
possible bearing faults of BLDC motors. In Section 3, fault diagnostic possibilities are described.
In Section 4, experimental setup and research methods are pointed out. Section 5 shows the results
analysis and discussion of performed research, and finally, Section 6 presents the conclusion.
2. Bearing Faults
Bearing is a basic element of an electrical machine. The production of bearings is carried out
under stringent requirements for the quality. However, the actual lifespan of the bearing can be lower
than it was intended to be. This can occur because of many reasons, such as unexpected overload,
insufficient lubrication or improper lubricant, improper bearing installation, etc. Because of the fact
that the operating conditions of electrical machines can be different, the bearing can be affected by
many fault types. The reasons for bearing failures can be different environmental or manufacturing
factors, such as [25]:
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Figure 1. Progressive stages of material fatigue on the bearing surface [27].

Figure 1. Progressive stages of material fatigue on the bearing surface [27].
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Additionally, improper selection of the lubricant can have a negative impact on bearing operation.
Grease lubrication as well as different oil-based lubricants (oil-mist, air-oil, or jet lubricants) are used in
bearings. Each lubrication method has its unique advantages. The main criterion for selecting between
grease and oil-based lubrication is to minimize the total life-cycle cost of the motor, including such
parameters as cost of service, repair, maintenance of the motor, and the number of years the motor
remains in service [28,29]. The life-cycle analysis implies important procedures in order to reduce
impact of electric machines on the environment [30]. To meet this requirement, the lubricant method
should be selected respectively to the operating conditions of the bearing. The choice of lubricant
Designs 2020, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Figure 2. Chips (a) and cracks (b) due to the wrong emplacement of the bearing [32].

Figure 2. Chips (a) and cracks (b) due to the wrong emplacement of the bearing [32].
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Figure 3. Traces of corrosion on the bearing surface: (a) Traces of corrosion on the outer ring of the
bearing; (b) traces of corrosion due to the water impact on the inner ring of the bearing [33].
bearing; (b) traces of corrosion due to the water impact on the inner ring of the bearing [33].
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the areas of the bearing, which were loaded the most. The reason for this is that the lubricant coating
in the area is the thinnest, which contributes to the damage development. The appearance of damaged
surfaces is related to three major types of current faults in the bearing: “fluting,” “frosting,” and
“pitting.” The visual appearance of these damages is shown in Figure 4.
The first shaft current fault, called fluting, occurs in the combination of low voltage and constant
rotational speed. Fluting is characterized by multiple lines across the inner and outer rings, as shown
in Figure 4a. Another shaft current fault, shown in Figure 4b, is called frosting. This damage occurs
when the motor runs at varying speeds. Pitting is caused by the low rotational speed in combination
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with the high voltage source. It is mostly related to single crater damage and typically seen in DC
applications such as railway traction motors [35]. The size of the crater is small, as shown in Figure 4c
but visible to the naked eye. Practically, yet another current fault can be detected, which is called
dull-finish. This damage resembles pitting, but the craters on the bearing surface are much smaller.
The appearance of these craters can only be detected under a microscope using very high magnification.
To limit the negative impact of shaft currents, electric current should not be passed through the bearing.
In this case, bearings with electrical insulation can be used. Additionally, during electrical welding
operations, the motor shaft should be grounded to prevent the passage of electric current.
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been widely used for the conversion of a signal from the time domain to the frequency domain.
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Although the Fourier transform is a very strong tool for the analysis of a signal, it possesses several
applications such as railway traction motors [35]. The size of the crater is small, as shown in Figure
limitations. The algorithm, which can solve the complex Fourier formulas for a signal in a quicker way,
4c but visible to the naked eye. Practically, yet another current fault can be detected, which is called
is called the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The ideal FFT formula is designed for a signal of infinite
dull-finish. This damage resembles pitting, but the craters on the bearing surface are much smaller.
length, as shown in Equation (1), which is practically not possible:
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been widely used for the conversion of a signal from the time domain to the frequency domain.
Although the Fourier transform is a very strong tool for the analysis of a signal, it possesses several
limitations. The algorithm, which can solve the complex Fourier formulas for a signal in a quicker
way, is called the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The ideal FFT formula is designed for a signal of
infinite length, as shown in Equation (1), which is practically not possible:
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where Cn is the complex Fourier and f (x) is the signal under investigation and fs is the sampling
frequency (100 kHz).
The length of the signal can be reduced by truncating the signal to a finite length. This truncation
can be done using various windowing functions such as rectangular, Hamming, Chebyshev, Hann, etc.
These windows start leaking their energy in the frequency bins of the spectrum, which is called the
spectral leakage. Moreover, if the signal is the same in all other similar intervals, it means that the
signal is stationary and in the steady-state regime. Similarly, the discontinuities in the signal can be
fatal for the frequency analysis using FFT.
The field of fault diagnostics is very broad containing a huge number of industrial and domestic
applications. All applications are different in design, structure, working environment, and the types of
signals which can be used for its condition monitoring. The signals can be broadly classified into two
types, stationary and non-stationary. Although, the majority of applications work in a steady-state
regime where the signals are supposed to be stationary and without discontinuities, in some applications,
the transient analysis can give more concrete information about their health. In the transient interval,
most of the signals are non-stationary, which makes their time-frequency analysis inevitable.
The FFT fails to do time-frequency analysis of a non-stationary signal while taking it as a single
truncated piece. However, this problem can be solved by moving the window across the signal and
doing the Fourier analysis of the signal in that particular window while considering the signal in
the window as stationary. This approach is called a short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Although,
this technique can give the time-frequency analysis of the signal that the spectrum resolution is the
problem. This resolution problem is because of the inherited drawbacks of the FFT algorithms upon
which STFT depends. If someone increases the length of the moving window, he can get good frequency
resolution but poor time resolution. Similarly, by decreasing the length of the truncation window,
the time resolution can be improved but frequency resolution will be poor. Therefore, there is a trade-off
between time and frequency resolution of the spectrum according to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.
These FFT-related problems can be avoided to a great extent by using the wavelet transform.
Unlike STFT where the signal is divided into the small chunks and FFT is the performer for each,
in wavelet transform, a window of known amplitude and frequency is swiped across the complete
signal to check the location where it fits the most with the signal. This moving window is called the
mother wavelet which is swiped across the signal n times with varying amplitude and frequency.
It can give a much better resolution as compared to the corresponding STFT but at the cost of increased
complexity. A comparison of the common diagnostic techniques is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of diagnostic techniques [36].
Diagnostic
Technique

Benefits
Small losses of information.

FFT
Less computational power
Analysis of non-stationary signals
STFT
3-D (time-frequency-amplitude) plots can be
more informative.
Wavelet
transform
Advanced
techniques

Very precise technique,
Better time-frequency resolution
More efficient and flexible for analysis, analysis
of non-stationary signals.
More efficient analysis
More precise results

Drawbacks
Works only with stationary signals
Aliasing
Bad resolution
Spectral leakage
Bad time-frequency resolution,
spectral leakage,
aliasing
Compromise between time and frequency
More computational power is required as
compared to FFT
More memory and computational power are
required as compared to STFT
Precision requires more iterations.
Sophisticated technology is required,
Requires a lot of computational power.
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Unlike protective and reactive maintenance techniques, predictive maintenance techniques are
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4. Experimental Setup and Methods
4. Experimental Setup and Methods
In the framework of the given research, the typical bearing faults were inflicted on the bearings
In the framework of the given research, the typical bearing faults were inflicted on the bearings with
with the purpose of investigating the failure effect on the vibration spectrum of the motor. There were
the purpose of investigating the failure effect on the vibration spectrum of the motor. There were used
used identical ball bearings made from chrome steel with the same material standard. For the
identical ball bearings made from chrome steel with the same material standard. For the experiments,
experiments, a three-phase BLDC intended for electric scooter application was used. All the
a three-phase BLDC intended for electric scooter application was used. All the measurements were
measurements were performed at rated rotating speed 600 rpm. As the signal measuring tool, there
performed at rated rotating speed 600 rpm. As the signal measuring tool, there were used three
were used three acceleration sensors ±4 g type QG40N, which were screwed to the test bench. The
acceleration sensors ±4 g type QG40N, which were screwed to the test bench. The sensitivity error of
sensitivity error of used acceleration sensors is <±1%.
used acceleration sensors is <±1%.
In the experiments, as shown in Figure 5, there were used three identical acceleration sensors,
In the experiments, as shown in Figure 5, there were used three identical acceleration sensors,
which were screwed into the test bench at different distances. Sensor 1 was mounted over the shaft
which were screwed into the test bench at different distances. Sensor 1 was mounted over the shaft of
of the motor, where the vibrations are supposed to be higher and more tangible on the vibration
the motor, where the vibrations are supposed to be higher and more tangible on the vibration spectrum.
spectrum. Sensor 2 was placed beyond the shaft. Sensor 3 was mounted on the most distant edge
Sensor 2 was placed beyond the shaft. Sensor 3 was mounted on the most distant edge from the motor.
from the motor. It was done in order to find an optimal place for the data acquisition. This paper
It was done in order to find an optimal place for the data acquisition. This paper focuses on the data
focuses on the data taken from Sensor 1 which was placed over the shaft of the machine. Because of
taken from Sensor 1 which was placed over the shaft of the machine. Because of the proximity to the
the proximity to the motor shaft, the vibrations in Sensor 1 are more tangible, which in turn provides
motor shaft, the vibrations in Sensor 1 are more tangible, which in turn provides more accurate results.
more accurate results.

Figure 5.
5. Placement
sensors on
on the
the test
test bench.
bench.
Figure
Placement of
of acceleration
acceleration sensors

Data acquisition was performed at sampling rate 100 kHz using Dewetron OXYGEN
OXYGEN software.
software.
In the framework of the given
given experiment,
experiment, only fast Fourier transform (FFT) is used to detect and
compare the amplitude of the fundamental frequency component in case of healthy and faulty bearings.
The FFT algorithms are well mature and are very easy to be implemented in Matlab.
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seven typical bearing failures, which can occur during the scooter operation, were chosen and
seven typical bearing failures, which can occur during the scooter operation, were chosen and inflicted
inflicted on bearings, as shown in Figure 6. Eventually, eight bearings were tested.
on bearings, as shown in Figure 6. Eventually, eight bearings were tested.

Figure 6. Tested bearings: (a) healthy bearing, (b) bearing without lubricant, (c) bearing with damaged
separator,
(d) contaminated
(e) bearing
at 230 lubricant,
°C, (f) bearing
tempered
330 °C,
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Figure 6. Tested bearings: (a) healthy bearing, (b) bearing without lubricant, (c) bearing with damaged
(g)
bearing (d)
with
the cut outerbearing,
raceway,(e)(h)
corroded
bearing.
separator,
contaminated
bearing
tempered
at 230 °C, (f) bearing tempered at 330 °C,
separator, (d) contaminated bearing, (e) bearing tempered at 230 ◦ C, (f) bearing tempered at 330 ◦ C,
(g) bearing with the cut outer raceway, (h) corroded bearing.
(g) bearing with the cut outer raceway, (h) corroded bearing.
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As the defect develops, the first pair of side harmonics on the left and right side near the main
As the defect develops, the first pair of side harmonics on the left and right side near the main
frequency peak, as shown in Figure 7b, can be observed on the spectrum. With further degradation,
frequency peak, as shown in Figure 7b, can be observed on the spectrum. With further degradation,
other frequency pairs appear near the main frequency peak. In the given research, a good example of
other frequency pairs appear near the main frequency peak. In the given research, a good example of
this phenomenon was observed in relation to contaminated bearing. The reason for this phenomenon
this phenomenon was observed in relation to contaminated bearing. The reason for this phenomenon
is that the failed rolling body shifts so much that the adjacent rolling bodies already bear the main load
is that the failed rolling body shifts so much that the adjacent rolling bodies already bear the main
to support the shaft of the mechanism [40].
load to support the shaft of the mechanism [40].
At this stage, the bearing fulfills its intended functions. However, because of the added stresses,
At this stage, the bearing fulfills its intended functions. However, because of the added stresses,
further operation of the bearing leads to definite breakdown of the device. In the last stages, the failure
further operation of the bearing leads to definite breakdown of the device. In the last stages, the
develops to such an extent, that the bearing degrades and does not fulfill its functions. This stage
failure develops to such an extent, that the bearing degrades and does not fulfill its functions. This
can be identified by appearing of additional harmonics, which have a random character, as shown in
stage can be identified by appearing of additional harmonics, which have a random character, as
Figure 7c. This occurrence was not detected in this experiment.
shown in Figure 7c. This occurrence was not detected in this experiment.
As discussed, for data analysis different diagnostic techniques can be used. In the given research,
As discussed, for data analysis different diagnostic techniques can be used. In the given research,
as the signal is stationary and the motor rotates with constant speed, FFT was chosen to analyze the
as the signal is stationary and the motor rotates with constant speed, FFT was chosen to analyze the
results. For the clearer data presentation, signals FFT spectra were also studied and presented on the
results. For the clearer data presentation, signals FFT spectra were also studied and presented on the
logarithmic scale.
logarithmic scale.
5. Result Analysis and Discussion
5. Result Analysis and Discussion
Figure 8 presents the vibration signals of the healthy bearing. As it can be seen, the most noticeable
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noticeable vibration signal (y-axis) comes from sensor 1, which was placed above the motor shaft.

Figure 8.
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By moving away from the shaft, the vibrations decrease. Therefore, the signal taken from sensor
1 would be more informative in the further result analysis. Mainly, the vibrations occur in x-axis,
while the signal in y- and z-axes does not change much.
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By moving away from the shaft, the vibrations decrease. Therefore, the signal taken from sensor 1
11 of 18
would be more informative in the further result analysis. Mainly, the vibrations occur in x-axis,
while the signal in y- and z-axes does not change much.
Every system has a bandwidth of vibrational frequencies, which depends upon its natural
Every system has a bandwidth of vibrational frequencies, which depends upon its natural
frequency bandwidth and a variety of parameters, such as ambient factors, foundation of the motor,
frequency bandwidth and a variety of parameters, such as ambient factors, foundation of the motor,
etc. In the given research, the most prominent frequencies appear in a frequency range of about
etc. In the given research, the most prominent frequencies appear in a frequency range of about
15Hz—35Hz. In the framework of given research, the amplitude of the most powerful vibrational
15Hz—35Hz. In the framework of given research, the amplitude of the most powerful vibrational
frequency component of faulty bearing was compared with the one obtained from the healthy
frequency component of faulty bearing was compared with the one obtained from the healthy bearing.
bearing.
The FFT spectrum of healthy bearing is shown in Figure 9. The window length in this case,
The FFT spectrum of healthy bearing is shown in Figure 9. The window length in this case, as
as well as in the following graphs, is 31,0195 samples. In the case of healthy bearing, the acceleration
well as in the following graphs, is 31,0195 samples. In the case of healthy
bearing, the acceleration
amplitude of the fundamental harmonic reaches the value of 0.00251 m/s2 at the frequency 25.33 Hz.
amplitude of the fundamental harmonic reaches the value of 0.00251 m/s2 at the frequency 25.33 Hz.
Comparing it with the spectra of the faulty bearings, which are shown and discussed below, it can be
Comparing it with the spectra of the faulty bearings, which are shown and discussed below, it can be
seen that the acceleration amplitudes of the faulty bearings are much higher.
seen that the acceleration amplitudes of the faulty bearings are much higher.
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A comparison analysis of the results is shown in Table 2. Out of the several harmonics the most
powerful component (fundamental) is chosen as the benchmark signal in the healthy case. The
difference in the amplitude of that component defines the severity of the fault.
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A comparison analysis of the results is shown in Table 2. Out of the several harmonics the
most powerful component (fundamental) is chosen as the benchmark signal in the healthy case.
The difference in the amplitude of that component defines the severity of the fault.
Table 2. Comparing table of the results.
Bearing

Faulty Frequency (Hz)

Acceleration Amplitude
(m/s2 )

Difference in Acceleration
Compared to Heathy Bearing
(m/s2 )

Healthy bearing
Contaminated bearing
Corroded bearing
Bearing tempered at 230 ◦ C
Bearing tempered at 330 ◦ C
Without lubricant
Cut bearing
Damaged separator

25.33
25.67
23.17
26.19
25.94
25.56
26.13
27.18

0.00251
0.0102
0.00503
0.00444
0.00469
0.00284
0.00399
0.00417

0.00769
0.00252
0.00193
0.00218
0.00033
0.00148
0.00166

As presented, the most noticeable difference in acceleration compared to healthy bearing was
found in the case of contaminated bearing, which is 0.00769 m/s2 . The smallest difference in acceleration
(0.00148 m/s2 ) occurred in the case of bearing, in which the outer raceway was cut. In the light of the
above results, it is evident that with the inclusion of fault the fundamental vibration component goes
stronger. The more developed the damage is, the stronger is the vibration component. The amplitude
of this component can be considered as fault indicator. Moreover, each fault gives its specific frequency
pattern. Therefore, based on the spectrum, it is possible to detect and segregate the fault type.
6. Conclusions
Over the past years, BLDC motors have gained wide attention in different domestic and industrial
branches because of their characteristics. Because of popularity gain, the unexpected faults of such
motors can be fatal and lead to negative consequences. In reference to motor failures, many studies
have been done with regard to stator or rotor faults. Although the topic of bearing related faults has
not been particularly revealed and discussed in the literature. Nevertheless, the bearing is the basic
component of the electrical machine and unforeseen faults are unfavorable.
This paper proposes a study of bearing faults and their diagnostics possibilities. In the framework
of the given research, the most common bearing failures were discussed and the reasons for these
failures were explained. In this experiment, seven typical bearing faults were inflicted on the healthy
bearing. In the experiments, BLDC motor intended for electric scooter application was used. Therefore,
the most spread faults that can occur during the electric scooter exploitation were applied to the
bearings. This study presents a possible method for bearing fault detection in BLDC motor using
acceleration sensors.
Different bearing faults were compared and analyzed. The experimental results in Section 3
address that each damage gives a specific vibration spectrum. According to the spectrum, the type and
the development stage of the damage can be detected. The amplitude of the fundamental vibration
frequency component can be used for defining a threshold level. It also can be a reliable indicator of
fault rather than the detection of certain harmonics from a wide range of frequencies. The integration
of other sophisticated diagnostic techniques into research and improvement of the given analysis
method will be considered as future work.
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